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Yet OPEC was beaten to the punch after Russian
President Vladimir Putin and Saudi Arabia’s Crown
Prince Mohammad Bin Salman pre-announced the
extension - but not the exact length - at the Osaka
G20 summit on Saturday. Russia’s powerful grip was
in further evidence yesterday when its Energy
Minister Alexander Novak was the first person to
reveal that all OPEC ministers had agreed to tack
nine more months to the previous OPEC+ December
agreement. Russia, the second biggest global oil pro-
ducer followed by number three Saudi Arabia, decid-
ed three years ago to hook up with OPEC to counter
slumping oil prices.

OPEC Secretary-General Mohammed Barkindo
compared the new partnership to a marriage, telling
reporters: “It’s for eternity!” “We’re confident that
with the course of time, probably by next time we
meet, we may have some new members joining the
charter,” Barkindo said. Speaking through an inter-
preter after yesterday’s meeting, Novak said that
the new cooperation accord between OPEC and its
allies was not only the result of growing US output.
“We do not shape our strategy in response to US

actions; we shape our actions in response to what
the market does,” Novak said.

Monday’s  gather ing of  OPEC ministers  ran
almost five hours late into the evening as ministers
discussed the details of the new charter. Iran was
more skeptical of the idea and its oil minister Bijan
Namdar Zanganeh said on leaving the meeting that
the charter would have “no impact on OPEC and its
mechanism or decision taking”.

John Hall, chairman of British-based consultancy
Alfa Energy, told AFP that Moscow was clearly seek-
ing to seize the initiative. “I have always believed that
Russia would never be a party to anything that it was
not able to control and, having supported OPEC ...
Russia has not only taken over the timing of the
meeting but also the outcome,” Hall said. “Without
Russia and other sympathizing non-OPEC producers,
Saudi would have lost control and OPEC would have
failed in the face of rising US output, increasing the
pressure on OPEC to cut its output and in so doing,
see its market share diminish,” he added.

Meanwhile, Zanganeh warned in Vienna that
OPEC could “die” if its role was reduced to rubber-
stamping decisions made in advance. Yet Saudi
Arabia’s Energy Minister Khalid Al-Falih remained
resolute over Moscow’s contr ibut ion. “I  think
Russia’s influence is welcome,” Falih said yesterday.
“Saudi Arabia and Russia are . . . delivering the
largest cuts (so) we agree first and then discuss our
agreement with our colleagues from other coun-
tries. I think it only helps to reach the unanimous
consensus.”— Agencies  
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Von der Leyen had the crucial backing of French
President Emmanuel Macron, as well as the support of
the Visegrad 4 bloc - Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic
and Slovakia. This saved von der Leyen from the fate
suffered by Timmermans, who was suggested by
France and Germany as commission chief instead of
the early frontrunner Manfred Weber.

A marathon 18-hour negotiating session that began
on Sunday evening broke up without agreement on as
the V4 plus Italy, where the populist government
shares some of the Eastern Europeans’ anger at
Brussels over migration, refused to countenance
Timmermans. As he arrived at the summit on Tuesday,
Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babis slammed
Timmermans, who pushed a softer line on migration, as
“absolutely unacceptable”. “He has always pushed a

migration policy which is unacceptable for us, so this
man is absolutely unacceptable and I can’t see why the
prime ministers of France, Spain, the Netherlands and
Germany weren’t able to understand,” Babis said.

Other countries - including Ireland, Latvia and
Croatia - also objected on the grounds they had not
been properly consulted about the French-German
plan cooked up on the sidelines of the G20 summit in
Osaka at the weekend. Spanish Prime Minister Pedro
Sanchez initially stood firm behind fellow Social
Democrat Timmermans yesterday, but after a morning
of bilateral and small group meetings among leaders,
the Dutchman’s chances were finally buried, according
to two sources close to the talks.

Deciding the top jobs was complicated by the frag-
mentation of the EU political landscape in the May
elections to the European Parliament. The centre-right
EPP and centre-left socialist group, the dominant
forces in EU politics for years, lost their combined
majority in the assembly. The liberals, which include
Macron supporters, are increasingly assertive over the
choice of top jobs after they and the Greens made sig-
nificant gains in the polls. Protracted wrangling to dish
out the EU’s top jobs is not new: In 2014 it took three
summits to fill the posts. — AFP 
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Sobejana added the suspect was a member of the
Abu Sayyaf faction led by Hajan Sawadjaan, who
allegedly plotted the attack on the Jolo cathedral in
January. Abu Sayyaf has been blamed for some of the
worst terror attacks in Philippine history, including
frequent kidnappings of foreigners.

Members of the group have pledged allegiance to
IS, including those who participated in the 2017 siege
of the southern city of Marawi. Analysts have said sui-
cide attacks could be taking root in the Philippines,
driven by IS influence. “It is an escalation, but it’s also
a sign of increased radicalization,” said Zachary
Abuza, Southeast Asian security expert at the
National War College in Washington.

“The change did not come with (Friday’s) bombing, it
came with the introduction of a lethal new ideology into
the Philippines,” said security analyst Sidney Jones.
“The game-changer” was the Islamic State, she added.

As its “caliphate” crumbled in the Middle East, IS has
stepped up its strategy of absorbing existing insurgent
groups around the world and claiming their attacks. The
group has had a presence for years in the south of the
Philippines, where rugged terrain and weak government
control provide a safe haven for fighters.

Suicide attacks indicate a higher level of commit-
ment to the militant cause, experts say, and are often
approved by the central leadership of IS, who trade
off the media profile the tactic brings. The group has
taken credit for Friday’s blasts, as well as the deaths of
over 30 people, killed in two previous attacks believed
to be the work of suicide bombers. The first was a July
2018 van bomb at a checkpoint in southern Basilan
island, followed by the explosions during Sunday mass
in January at a Catholic cathedral in Jolo.

“Society is changing. Their method of attack is
changing. Suicide bombing is the current and future
method of attack,” said Rommel Banlaoi, chairman of
the Philippine Institute for Peace, Violence and
Terrorism Research. At the same time, there are
strong motivations from local militant cells to try to
catch the eye of the IS central leadership with suicide
attacks. “Members of the Islamic State in Southeast
Asia might be thinking they really need to up their
game to get back in the good graces of Islamic State
central,” said Abuza.—AFP 
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large swathes of Mumbai received around 350 mm
of rain overnight into yesterday morning, the most in a
decade. The deluge left low-lying areas submerged.
“Everything around us is flooded. It’s scary and the
problem persists every year despite government prom-
ises,” Vishal Agawane, a 32-year-old resident of the
Dharavi slum, told AFP. Around 1,000 people living
close to the city’s Mithi river were evacuated to higher
ground as it threatened to burst its banks, said Kamble,
the disaster management spokesman.

Train services on Mumbai’s colonial-era rail network,
a lifeline for the city’s population, were disrupted due
to waterlogged tracks, while motorists were seen push-
ing cars through flooded streets. Rescuers were sifting
through the debris of the wall that collapsed in a slum
area in Mumbai’s north, in the hope of finding more sur-
vivors trapped under rubble. The dead included a 10-
year-old girl, who was trapped alive under the debris
for hours before rescuers pulled out her body in a 12-
hour-long unsuccessful operation. A local rescue volun-
teer earlier in the day told the NDTV channel that they

heard the girl crying in pain and begging for water.
Building collapses are common during the monsoon,

when dilapidated structures buckle under the weight of
continuous rain. Three people, including a toddler, were
also killed yesterday in Thane district, which borders
Mumbai, when a wall collapsed at a school. Two waiters
were electrocuted after rainwater gushed into a restau-
rant and came in contact with a live wire in Thane.
Another person was critically injured. And six laborers
died near the western city of Pune, 150 km from
Mumbai, when a wall fell onto their makeshift shacks. At
least 15 laborers died in a similar accident on Saturday.

Mumbai’s streets regularly flood during the mon-
soon, which runs from June until September or October,
and which provides India with most of its annual rain-
fall. In 2005, 950 mm of rain fell on the coastal metrop-
olis in just 24 hours, killing more than 500 people. In
August 2017, intense rainfall brought the commercial
hub to a virtual standstill for two days and left at least
10 people dead. 

Activists say Mumbai’s susceptibility to floods has
worsened in recent years due to a construction boom
that is trying to keep up with the city’s swelling popula-
tion. Much of Mumbai’s mangrove cover, which helps
drain water, has been destroyed over the past decade
to make way for glitzy high-rises. According to various
studies, anywhere between 40 to 50 percent of the
city’s population live in slums, which become a sea of
blue tarpaulin every monsoon as residents try to keep
out the rain. — AFP 
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Haftar-Turkey tensions risk 
igniting proxy war in Libya

NEW DELHI: Rahul Gandhi has
spurned appeals to reconsider his res-
ignation as leader of India’s Congress
Party after losing a second general
election to Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, an aide said yesterday, as the
party faces its worst crisis in a decade.
Stuck between a leader determined to
quit and party officials unwilling to
accept his leaving, Congress is effec-
tively leaderless more than a month
after its election drubbing and facing
key state polls later this year.

Chief ministers from five Congress-
ruled states went to New Delhi on
Monday where they spent two hours
trying to convince Gandhi to reverse
his May 25 decision to resign. “We told
him our point of view, openly, in a long
conversation,” Ashok Gehlot, a senior
Congress leader and chief minister of
western Rajasthan state, told reporters.
“We hope he will consider our view
and take the right decision,” he said.

A close aide to Gandhi, speaking to

Reuters after the meeting, said the 49-
year-old was firm about stepping aside
as Congress president, a position he
held since succeeding his mother,
Sonia Gandhi, in late 2017. “He will
never change his mind,” the aide said,
requesting anonymity because he was
not authorized to speak to the media.
“He feels that the way forward is not
him continuing as Congress president
... and let somebody outside the Gandhi
family be Congress president,” the aide
said, adding the party cannot “just
depend on one person, one family”.

Gandhi will remain in politics to help
rebuild Congress from the ground up,
the aide said, rather than stay on as
leader due to his family’s political line-
age. The Nehru-Gandhi family has
dominated the party, and through it
Indian politics for decades, producing
three prime ministers, but Modi and his
Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) have accused Congress of pro-
moting “dynasty” politics. —Reuters 

Congress in turmoil
after Gandhi quits

TRIPOLI: Libya’s military strongman
Khalifa Haftar, by provoking Turkey, seeks
to divert attention from battlefield set-
backs and draw in his backers, at the risk
of a proxy war between regional rivals,
experts say. The strongman of eastern
Libya who launched an assault on the cap-
ital three months ago threatened Friday to
attack Turkish interests in the country,
accusing Ankara of providing military sup-
port to his rivals, the Government of
National Accord (GNA). His forces arrest-
ed six Turkish nationals before releasing
them on Monday after Ankara threatened
to retaliate.

On Sunday, Haftar’s fighters said they
destroyed a Turkish Bayraktar drone in a
strike on an airport in Tripoli. Tensions have
spiked since pro-GNA forces announced
last week their recapture of the town of
Gharyan, 100 km from Tripoli, that Haftar
had turned into a command center for his
stalled offensive against the capital. The field
marshal’s attack on Turkey seeks to cover up
what was a humiliating military defeat,
according to Libya analysts. “It’s really an
attempt to muddy the waters, said Jalel

Harchaoui, a researcher at the Clingendael
Institute think-tank in The Hague.

He said the loss of Gharyan was a blow
on two fronts: It would handicap the
Tripoli campaign and also led to the dis-
covery of US-made Javelin missiles appar-
ently supplied to Haftar’s Libyan National
Army (LNA) by the United Arab Emirates,
his backer along with Saudi Arabia and
Egypt. Harchaoui, however, said Turkey
had achieved its goal and fended off the
Tripoli assault by delivering armed drones
to the GNA in May and “does not need an
escalation at this stage”.

According to defense specialist Arnaud
Delalande, the Turkish military has been
providing training on Bayraktar TB2 drones
and piloting them until the GNA techni-
cians are ready. LFA forces destroyed two
of the Turkish drones on the ground at the
capital’s Mitiga airport on June 8 and said
that another one was bombed on Sunday.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
has confirmed his country backs the GNA
and supplies it with weapons under a “mili-
tary cooperation agreement”. He told
reporters on June 20 that Turkish backing

had allowed Tripoli to “rebalance” the fight
against Haftar.

The conflict in Libya has turned into “a
proxy war between two regional axes: On
one side the Turkey-Qatar axis... and the
other the Saudi-Egyptian-Emirati axis
which is battling Islamist forces by sup-
porting the return of authoritarianism to
the region”, said Jana Jabbour, a Turkish
foreign policy specialist. She said the aim
for Turkey was “a regional order which
safeguards its interests in the face of the
growing assertiveness of Egypt, Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates”.

By venting his wrath at Turkey, Haftar
hopes to provoke “a more direct involve-
ment of Ankara, which would in turn
oblige his sponsors to do the same”, said
Delalande. Both the LNA and GNA
accuse each other of using foreign merce-
naries and receiving military support from
foreign powers. Libya itself has been
mired in chaos since a NATO-backed
uprising that toppled and killed dictator
Muammar Gaddafi in 2011, with a multi-
tude of militias vying for control of the
oil-rich country. — AFP 

ISTANBUL: In this file photo taken on Sept 20, 2018, a Turkish unmanned aircraft is displayed
during the Teknofest festival at Istanbul’s new airport. — AFP 

BAGHDAD: Iraq is establishing a financial
“loophole” to continue buying vital gas and
electricity from Iran despite US sanctions, AFP
has learned, mirroring a European mechanism
that came into effect Friday. The “special pur-
pose vehicle” (SPV) would allow Iraq to pay
for imported Iranian energy in Iraqi dinars,
which Iran could use to exclusively buy human-
itarian goods, three senior Iraqi officials said.
The workaround would allow Baghdad to keep
the lights on and avoid shortage-driven
protests without triggering US sanctions, as it
treads an increasingly precarious tightrope
between its two main allies Tehran and
Washington.

One senior government official told AFP it
was the product of months of talks between
Iraqi, Iranian and US officials. “The Iraqi gov-
ernment will continue to pay Iran for gas by
depositing money into a special bank account
inside Iraq, in Iraqi dinars,” the official said.
“Iran will not be able to withdraw the money,
but will be able to use it to purchase goods
from outside Iraq.”

Iraq has an outstanding bill of around $2 bil-
lion for previous gas and electricity purchases,
according to Iranian Oil Minister Bijan
Zangeneh. A US official told AFP that
Washington was aware of the mechanism’s cre-
ation. The US embassy in Baghdad declined to
comment, while Iran’s embassy did not respond
to an AFP request. Two additional high-level
Iraqi officials confirmed Baghdad was estab-
lishing such an account with US knowledge,
but could not say whether payments into the
account had begun. “How else is Iraq supposed
to pay what it owes Iran? We have no other
choice,” the second official said. 

‘Iran’s ATM’ 
To offset its notorious power shortages, Iraq

imports around 1,400 MW of electricity and 28
million cubic meters of gas for power stations
from neighboring Iran, which together make up
about a third of Iraq’s power supply. That
reliance has angered the US, which slapped
tough sanctions on Iran last year but has grant-
ed Iraq several temporary waivers to keep pur-
chasing Iranian power until October. 

The US insists Iraq wean itself off Iranian
energy, but Baghdad has said that could take up
to four years, during which it would need to
keep purchasing at least Iranian gas. To do so,
the central banks of Iran and Iraq agreed in
February to create a payment method that
steers clear of US sanctions, Iran’s state news
agency IRNA said, without providing additional

details. That would mean not dealing in US dol-
lars and purchasing only “humanitarian goods”
allowed by the US - like food and medicine. 

“We would become Iran’s ATM,” another
Iraqi official told AFP. According to two of the
senior Iraqi officials, Baghdad’s SPV would
likely be set up at the Trade Bank of Iraq. The
TBI has handled most of the Iraqi government’s
international transactions since its establish-
ment in the aftermath of the US-led invasion in
2003. A senior TBI source told AFP the bank
had been involved in the negotiations but the
account had not yet been created. “The US
Treasury has confidence in the TBI’s processes.
We are in discussions to reach an agreement,
which would be fully within US exemptions,”
the source said.

It would effectively be a “loophole” around
sanctions, said Ahmed Tabaqchali, senior fellow
at the Sulaymaniyah-based Institute of Regional
and International Studies. “It’s like a ledger. You
record the money paid, and Iran has that much
credit in Iraq,” Tabaqchali told AFP. The system
would work much like INSTEX, a mechanism
recently activated by Britain, Germany and
France to trade legitimately with Iran without
falling foul of US sanctions.

Still, the system is fraught with political,
financial and practical complexities. Iraq’s econ-
omy relies almost exclusively on oil revenues,
paid in dollars, which leaves Baghdad extremely
vulnerable to any punitive measures the US
could take in response to a violation. —AFP 

Iraq ‘loophole’ 
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